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Introduction
My name is Philipp Vormittag, I am a 24 year old master student of Bioengineering in Karlsruhe, Germany
and I am absolutely happy that I have had the chance to do a volunteering project at St. Aloysius Technical
School in Hsinpu, Hsinchu, Taiwan. I really wanted to do a volunteering
internship just before I had to start doing my final year project and
finally would graduate from university. My brother already had a good
experience with AIESEC at his internship in the Philippines, so I thought I
could give it a try as well. Luckily Amber, the head of AIESEC Taiwan
visited the local committee of Karlsruhe during that time, and eventually,
after an interview with Shelly, the responsible AIESECer from NCTU
Hsinchu, I got matched together with Leonie, a German student from
Heidelberg.
Life in Hsinpu, Taiwan
It is hard to make out the best moment of my internship in Hsinpu, Hsinchu, Taiwan, since there were
plenty of amazing things going on during my time at St. Aloysius Technical School. We arrived on a Thursday
evening in Hsinchu. Right before, we have had a tough day hiking in the lowly elevated mountains around
Taipei at around 35 degrees Celsius and a perceived humidity of 200 %. Really exhausted and relieved we
were, once we got fetched at the train station in Hsinchu. We were taken to the place where we should stay
by friendly Zoe and her friends. Arriving there, we had the first experience with stepping out of the comfort
zone – the famous NCTU trainee house. Once you are there, you easily get used to it, and I am very sure
that you can spend a great time with other people there, since you know: It`s not about the place but the
people! It was even funnier to read those hundreds of comments on the wall of the trainee house using
AIESEC vocabulary to describe their unique experience of that house. But all of them seemed to have an
amazing time there. Yet, we were quite happy once we found out, that our stay is only limited to one night
and we are being fetched to go to St. Aloysius Technical school the next day, where we would have our
rooms. Next morning, after having a shower in the exterior of the house, we were greeted by Shelly, who
had matched us for our project. She took us to St. Aloysius. Arriving there, she showed us the small,
familiar town and helped us buying a sim card using her passport. You could think, why is he writing that,
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but I`ll try to recall all the small things people do for us here in Taiwan because this is really what makes the
whole stay incredible. After that short tour, we met with Olga, the recent and even so helpful AIESECer who
left us on that weekend. She showed us as much as she could in the short time we met. Then, we were
introduced to Alice, the coordinating English teacher, who took us to the principle. In his office, we were
offered cookies and tea and had a nice talk about our country and Taiwan and our trip so far. We found out
that he was also able to speak German and even though his stay in Germany was many years ago, he was
still very good in understanding and speaking. Another important person for our stay at St. Aloysius was
Father Chùa. He is a Filipino priest, who taught at this school for 39 years. Father, how we call him, is a very
sophisticated person who taught us a lot during our stay. After this first meeting we thought, that if all
people we were going meet were like those we just met in
the principal’s office, then our stay will definitely be
amazing. And we were to found out, that Taiwanese
people are most probably among the kindest people in the
world. Father showed us around Hsinpu that evening and
invited us to eat beef noodles and dumplings at his
favourite place. I don`t have to say more. We felt at home
at once. The next day we met again and he showed us
around with his car and explained a lot about the local
culture and the way people practice their religion.
Afterwards we were invited again to eat Ban Tiao (Rice
noodles, a famous local dish) and finally he also took us to
the train station because we spent the weekend around
Taichung. I think you can imagine now, that you can`t feel lost, when you are welcomed like that.
On a trip with Father Chua
We were lucky that Taiwan is not that big, so six weekends, including two extended ones, were good to see
already the major spots you find out about when looking for places to see in Taiwan on the internet. Our
travels included great experiences like the unsuccessful attempt to see the sunrise in the Alishan national
park (fog is now officially one of my biggest enemies) or a Buddhist ceremony in Changhua which was held
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in honour of the ghost festival, where we could see at least a thousand tables laid richly with beverages and
dishes. Other famous destinations like Sun Moon Lake or Taroko Gorge were also on our list, as well as
three stays in the thriving city Taipei. Our last trip was to go all the way down south to the summer and surf
paradise Kenting. On our weekend trips we were blessed with Taiwanese kindness almost to the same
extent as in school. For instance, for one hostel owner it was no question to invite us to their gathering for
the moon festival, and in a place where we paid for our beds and shower we suddenly had a free barbecue
in Taiwanese manner. It felt like making new friends in no more than half a day.
Once people find out, that we don’t speak Chinese and don’t have a guide, they are all startled and wonder
how we manage in Taiwan. Frankly, we would be lost if it hadn’t been for the few words we tried to learn.
The key for non-Chinese speakers lies in the following knowledge. Be able to count until 999, be able to say
hello, thank you, you’re welcome and good bye. And know ‘zhè ge’ = this, ‘nă lĭ’ = there. With tripadvisor’s
function of showing an address in local language and the power of ‘nă lĭ’, you’ll be able to take a taxi or
public transportation in Taiwan! Besides, ‘I don’t know Chinese’ can be useful as well. In a touristic place
‘bu yao’ = ‘I don’t want’ can save your life. These are the basic phrases and words we learned. I always tried
to remember small things like the name of dishes and so on, but I find it very hard to memorize those
sounds very different to my native language. With a language course once or better twice a week I am sure
you can already learn a lot, since basic conversation is very simple in Chinese. Yet, the situation of the
availability of English speaking people in Taiwan is not too bad! There are plenty of people who are very
much able to converse in English, unlike the experience I had in China before.
I would like to introduce more key players of our stay at school to you, such as brother Bernardo, a 81 yea r
old Jesuit monk, who dedicates his life to help the school by producing clerical figures and crucifixes in a
distinct modernistic style. His work pleases many people, so he always finds himself underneath a huge
mountain of work. Yet, he each gave us two of his figures, one small Jesus child and his most sold work, the
black Madonna. All the money he earns, he gives to the school. St. Aloysius Technical School was found in
1935 in mainland China by the Spanish Jesuit community and moved to Taiwan in 1954, where they grew
with the support of different organisations.
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In Brother Bernardos Atelier

The school was for example supported by Misereor with machinery to establish resources for the courses in
mechanical engineering. This spirit of the school continued. All is based on giving. Former students who
were successful in starting an enterprise donate money to the school for the renewal of the school’s gate
and entry. The spirit of the school’s foundation is still alive. Forty years ago, there were around t en brothers,
nowadays it is only Brother Bernardo and Father who are in school. Father, who already retired, still
continues teaching, because the school is in need of teachers. If it wasn’t for those people who did
something for the school, not wanting anything in return, this place would look hugely different.
Simon Liu, a teacher of Chinese literature, showed us around Hsinpu with his car and invited us for dinner.
He also explained several things about Chinese characters and the Chinese language to us. Peter, an English
teacher, offered us to show us around his hometown, to meet his family and to experience some
indigenous culture including a delicious indigenous lunch, whereas Cindy, another English teacher, took us
to Hsinchu with her car to have dinner with her and her little daughter. The music teacher Ritchy borrowed
us his best guitar to have instrument to play on during our stay. Alice, responsible for us, always was
available when we had any problems. You could fill more than one page with our personal experience with
them and the good things they all did for us. Dear AISECers who read this, listen up: apply for this position
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and see for yourself that this is a great place to work at!

\
On our trip with Simon Liu

Eating out with Cindy and her daughter
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On Peter's farm land in the mountains close to Zhudong

Jerry, the prinicipal of St. Aloysius Technical School never rejected us, when we had a question or inquiry.
He invited us, his tennis teacher and Father to go to the Hsinpu night market and showed us the local
delicacies and let us throw rings to win a bottle of champagne, which we unfortunately didn’t. To be honest,
none of us could register one hit. Finally we had the chance to try papaya milk, which is a heavy and
delicious drink out of papaya pulp and milk, which became one of our most frequently ordered drink.

Having dinner on the night market in Hsinpu with Father and principle Jerry
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On other days, principle Jerry gave me a tennis lesson and we also played table tennis together. You could
also see him playing basketball with his students. Jerry is a sportive, friendly person who is very much in
touch with his students, maybe because he was also educated at this very school. The number of students
are now three times as high, he says, but yet they manage to give them all a good education.

Differences to the German school system
Maybe this paragraph is not necessary but yet I find it very useful for people that are into teaching or even
teachers to get to know something about the difference. First of all I have to say, that I can only compare
the public school in Germany with the private school in Taiwan. This is maybe unfair concerning the budget.
But let’s say that the money the students in Taiwan have to pay really pays! The school is incredibly
equipped with CNCs, loads of Computers, machinery of metal working, two green rooms for shooting films
and so on. I was really impressed. All I remember of my school was quite old equipment and no big
machinery or apparatus and the students rebelled against the teachers that used all the money of that half
year to buy two screens to display news in the entrance hall. Here you definitely can see a difference in
budget. In Hsinpu, they have 30 different groups that do extra-curricular activities, such as the orchestra,
the school band the tennis lessons and many more. We also have those, but there were few. And they were
mostly not material based. What I mean by that is, that we had groups that worked without the availability
of sport bows, a tennis court and so on. Of course, this is also nice and it can be charming to create
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something without a lot of material but yet I was a little jealous, that I didn’t have the opportunity to shoot
the bow in an extra-curricular group at my school. All in all, I am very happy that the students at St.
Aloysius have a very well equipped school and really can spend their free time here. During my time at
school, the educational system would ask the students maybe twice a week to come to school in the
afternoon. So we had to be creative about our free time outside the school. This worked very well. Many
did sports in sport clubs, played in orchestras or bands or sang in a choir, went riding or just hung out a lot
with their friends. Today, we are facing a change concerning that in Germany. The afternoon school has
become a lot more frequent and schools are required to give their students the opportunity to develop
themselves in their free time at the school. I hope that, according to that development, the equipment in
the school gets better as well, because if not, students won’t get happy. Here in Taiwan, most of them are.
Some even study till late at night, because they want to yield good results at their exams. So it might be no
wonder that you see some sleeping students in each class. This is probably related to a very different spirit
of learning. Confucius said: ‘It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop’. Most of the
students really want to learn something, and if it is hard for them they will take more time to study. In
Germany, students are allergic to long stays at school. This doesn’t mean that they don’t want to learn
something. It is a different spirit. I think, in Germany the lessons at school are more intense and students
work more at home doing their homework, which is really required by the teachers. Also they study for the
exams at home and on their own, usually without extra teaching. Surely, this always applies only to a
certain group of students, since there are school rejecting students in every country. In Germany, students
always raise their hand before saying something. Rarely, no one answers a question in class, because
German students are usually not afraid of saying something wrong. Yet, in class, some might hang on their
table almost unable carrying their arm while raising their hand and also answer from that position which
might be perceived as inadequate and disrespectful in Taiwan, where the students are asked to stand up
before giving an answer. Sure, the teacher in Germany would tell him not to, but might not have success in
keeping him from doing so, just as the teachers here in Taiwan tell their students not to sleep. On the
contrary, sleeping in class would never be tolerated in Germany. As a result, you can say that the school
spirit and the system differs a lot, but it would be almost impossible to judge which one is better in total. In
the end, both systems may fit their students best. But I could imagine that an exchange for both Taiwanese
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and German teachers and students could inspire them for changes in their way of teaching and learning in
Germany as well as in Taiwan.
Teaching
As already pointed out, I felt a huge difference between the Taiwanese school system and the German one.
After the first day, I tried to adapt to the differences and slowly faced less and less situations I didn’t expect.
For instance, a sleeping student would be the first to be called to answer and a student pointing at another
wanting me to call this person would be the second to stand up and answer. Another issue to deal with is
the shyness of the students. They are afraid to say something wrong and to be embarrassed. I remember
this as a crucial moment in each student’s development of his language skills back in school in Germany.
Many had their problems with shyness in the foreign language even if they were the contrary in their native
language.
Co-Teaching
In the lessons, this was the moment, when I had to encourage them just to say something and tell them
that it was not bad at all to make mistakes, because this would be the only way they could learn. I had a
hard struggle with that in the first week, since I had 24 different classes with an average of 40 students,
which means, that I almost worked with thousand students and tried to encourage them. Despite their
shyness (of course some are the contrary of shy), I learned that they are very interested in stories about my
country and my family and friends, which was very pleasing for me. It was easy to talk about that to them
and I saw that they enjoyed very much to learn about a country which is very far away from Taiwan. In class,
I also learned plenty about Taiwan. Especially with the task `What is Taiwan famous for`. The students also
enjoyed a listening comprehension lesson about misheard lyrics of The Beatles` song `Hey Jude`. The
classes were working very well on that without exception. Even one student, which was known to English
teacher Mike as a rather not motivated student in the English class, asked for another blank work sheet of
that lesson that he can practice at home. The next day, Mike came to me with a paper on which the student
had worked on the song and wrote a message for me saying `thank you` for the class. This was a big
moment for me. Mike just pointed it out right: `It is those things, that make teaching to a very special
experience`. Another amazing lesson happened, when I asked the students to sing `Hey Jude` for a short
video. And they sang loudly as if it was their national anthem. I was really moved by those events.
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Co-Teaching: Presentation of myself and my country

Conversation Class
One type of lesson that seems very useful for the students who attend it is called `Conversation Class`. Here,
always three of the best students or the volunteering ones come to class. Usually, I taught 6-9 students and
tried to teach them really useful English, like talking about the weekends, giving directions, ordering in a
restaurant, and so on. The students really liked those lessons and upon questioning them they always
affirmed that they would learn something useful at conversation class. You could really see an
improvement from week to week. Their shyness decreased and their voices got louder as they spoke in
front of the class. This is another moment to be happy about, because this might be the most important
aim of the `Conversation Class`. Interestingly, the level of students differed a lot again. Yet, it didn`t matter
if it was a student who was already good and wanted to get better or a student that knew little but wanted
to become good at English. The lesson was always designed for both. I liked those classes very much
because the students were actively contributing to the lesson and really improved their English every week.
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Working on a dialogue for conversation in a restaurant

The conversation class students

Staff Conversation Class
Having found out that both Leonie and me like to do the `Conversation Class`, principle Jerry came up with
the idea of initiating a `Staff Conversation Class` to give the school`s staff a chance to improve their English
conversation skills. Of course, we agreed happily to give the lesson twice a week since we imagined it to be
a very thrilling first time experience to teach people that are older than us. And so it was. The staff was
extremely interested and hardworking during the lesson and tried to learn as much as possible during class.
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Again, you could see a steady improvement over time. We taught them self-introductory phrases, past and
future and talking about food.

The staff being focused during their English lesson

Drama Project
Another project we were involved in was the drama project. 4 motivated students wanted to take place in a
drama competition about the volunteering youth, where they acted a talk show in which they should talk
about their own experience of volunteering in the Philippines. This was actually not invented because they
were teaching English at a Filipino school this summer. Together with them, we were responsible for writing
a script and inventing the drama’s name: ‘Tai-One for All’. Although we also had some fun together with
teacher Peter on the night market, we can tell that we used our working time efficiently to produce a
decent script for the drama.

Practicing the drama

Our drama group: Ted, Xin Ya, Patrick and Mars
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Some more pictures in the end:

I want to thank everyone who made my experience possible and as joyful as it was. I really want to
encourage all people thinking of doing an AIESEC internship to apply for this position. It pays on all
accounts. I really hope to come back soon!
If you are interested in a video about our time at St. Aloysius, take a look: https://vimeo.com/141698564
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